TIPS FOR A PRODUC TIVE
A N D P R O F I TA B L E

OPEN ENROLLMENT
SEASON

WHAT IS

AgencyBloc helps life and health insurance
agencies grow their business by organizing
and automating their operations using a
combination of an industry-specific CRM,
commissions processing, and integrated
marketing automation.

START ORGANIZING, AUTOMATING &
GROWING YOUR AGENCY RIGHT NOW!
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OPEN ENROLLMEN T SE A SON IS ...
Open Enrollment season is an incredibly busy time for
insurance agencies. Between helping new clients find
coverage and assisting current clients with renewals, your
main focus is serving your clients, as it should be. However,
now is the time to be sure you have the right toolset to
service those clients in the most productive (and profitable!)
way.
For a productive Open Enrollment (OE) season this year,
you’ll need to be extremely organized and have your process
from lead tracking to client retention set. Do all of your
agents know what they’re supposed to do when a new lead
comes in? Do you have cross-selling measures in place for
after OE ends? Do you have a way of automating any of the
policy renewal process?
These are the questions you must ask yourself before OE
begins for you to have your most productive and profitable
OE season yet.
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IN T HIS EBOOK ...
In this eBook, we’ll discuss how agencies can utilize an
agency management system like AgencyBloc to have a
productive and profitable open enrollment season. We’ll
cover how an AMS helps you get organized, how to gather
leads for OE, how to automate the lead follow-up process,
and how to improve client retention.
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S E C T I O N 1:
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GE T TING ORG ANIZED
When it comes to being efficient and saving time, getting
organized should be at the top of your to-do list. Insurance
agencies spend most of their day in paperwork. Whether it’s
policy applications, renewals or updating prospect or client
records, agents don’t have a lack of files to deal with.
MANAGING YOUR BOOK-OF-BUSINESS
How are your files and records stored? Paper? Excel
spreadsheets? This type of file management may be holding
you back from being efficient. Studies show that people
waste an average of 4.3 hours a week searching for paper
files when that’s the main way their data is organized. And if
you’re using Excel spreadsheets, you may be subjecting
yourself to errors (88% of Excel spreadsheets contain errors
due to manual entry) as well as wasted time.
When an insurance agency is extremely organized, their
prospect, agent and client records are kept in a centralized
location where they can be quickly retrieved and easily
updated. In addition, their paper files that go with all of
these records are attached to them so they’re never lost.
How do they do it? With an industry-specific agency
management system. An agency management system
(AMS) is a SaaS (software as a service) technology or clientbased software that insurance agencies use to organize
their book-of-business and more effectively run their
operations. In fact, 44% of agencies report feeling
“significant” productivity
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increase after implementing an AMS.
DISASTER RECOVERY
Another reason where you store your book-of-business is
important is because of disaster recovery. If there’s an office
fire, a tornado, or another natural disaster, will you lose all of
your data? If you’re using solely paper files, this is especially
important for you. Even with Excel spreadsheets, you’re not
necessarily safe. You’ll want to continuously back those files
up on several different computers or flash drives in several
locations to be safe. Unfortunately, that can be extremely
time-consuming, and the task often doesn’t take priority.
With an agency management system that’s hosted in the
cloud (online access with an internet connection), your data
is always backed up and safe in situations like these. You’ll
be able to gain immediate access to your data via another
computer in the event of a disaster at your office.
Having a disaster recovery plan in place that includes how to
access your data again, where your agents will work from if
the office becomes uninhabitable, and other steps to take is
important to plan for now before a natural disaster occurs.
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SEC TION 2:
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G AT HERING LE A DS
Though servicing your current clients should be first and
foremost, every insurance agency must also keep
the funnel of incoming leads filled. There are a few ways
insurance agencies generate leads. There’s digital tactics like
blogging, social media ads, and utilizing lead forms on their
website, and there are traditional tactics like outbound call
centers and direct mail. And then there’s purchasing leads.
In this section, we’ll focus on purchasing leads, but you can
learn about the digital tactics described above in our book,
A Brief Guide to Successful Relationships With the Modern
Insurance Consumer.
When it comes to purchasing leads, quality is key. You have
to do your research on lead vendors before you end up
purchasing a list that won’t bring you a positive ROI. You
should try to never put price of leads at the top of your lead
vendor decision list because often times, a cheap price can
produce cheap, outdated and/or worthless leads.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN LEADS
Like we said, you don’t want old or outdated leads. You
want leads that are actively looking for the services you
provide, and you should ask your lead vendor how they
provide that. Ask them where they obtain their leads and
how they vet them for readiness to buy. Do your research
and have a conversation about all of your concerns.
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Always be sure to ask your lead vendor who all has access to
the same leads you do. When you buy a mass list of leads
for a cheap price, it’s not hard to imagine that that lead
vendor has probably sold all or at least some of leads to
other people like you. So, chat with your lead vendor about
that, as well. One of AgencyBloc’s lead integration partners,
NextGen Leads, explains the three types of leads they offer
on their website:
• Live Transfers: a pre-qualified lead that is transferred
directly to the agent, no dialing necessary
• Exclusive Leads: a data lead that goes to a single buyer
• Shared Leads: a data lead that goes to multiple buyers
They explain more about these types of leads in a webinar
AgencyBloc co-hosted with them, How to Acquire & Convert
More Insurance Leads, and which type of lead is best for
which type of agency.
What’s important to understand here is that you get what
you pay for. Each agency is going to have different lead
purchasing needs, and it’s easiest to discuss those needs
with an expert. So, it’s vital that you choose a lead vendor
who you can have a conversation with to find what will work
best for you.
Once you’ve gotten yourself organized within an AMS and
you have a lead generation plan in place, it’s time to start
thinking about some automated processes you can put into
place to increase productivity and efficiency during open
enrollment.
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SEC TION 3:
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F OLLOW- UP & S A LE S T R ACK ING
Timely sales follow-up is extremely important. In fact, 50%
of sales go to the first salesperson to contact the prospect.
Not to mention, some sales take as many as 5 follow-ups
and 44% of salespeople give up after just one contact. So, it’s
important to have a process in place for adequate follow-up
as an agent or from your contracted agents.
Once you have your data organized in an AMS like
AgencyBloc, you’re able to automate internal tasks and
external client communication. This makes it much less
likely to miss a follow-up with a prospect. When it comes
to open enrollment, you can probably think of a handful of
sales processes you’d like to automate. To be sure we cover
everything, let’s take a look at automating the entire followup and tracking process once you have a new lead you’re
working with.
LEAD TRACKING & DISTRIBUTION
In order to be sure you never miss a follow-up, you have to
always know where your leads are at in the sales process. It
also helps to have the ability to automatically assign leads
to agents as they come in. AgencyBloc allows you to do this
along with assigning due dates, priority status (low, medium,
high and urgent) and attach any notes or documents that
pertain to the lead.
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Activity List in AgencyBloc

Without an AMS, it can be difficult to know where your leads
are at in the process and who is supposed to be following
up with who. This can lead to poor prospect communication
and double-work, not to mention this can be unproductive
for your agency.
SALES REPORTING
Another way to understand where your leads are at in the
sales funnel as a whole is through sales reporting. With
paper or Excel files, it can take some digging to monitor
the status of leads by agent. However, this can be an
incredibly important measure to track for agency owners
so they’re aware of how productive their agents are being
or if they might need some help with their workload. With
an AMS, you can see this and more. AgencyBloc offers this
information via reporting and through real-time analytical
graphs.
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Individuals by Type and by Status Graph in AgencyBloc (Group graphs also available)

With sales reporting, you’re also able to see the profitability
of your lead sources so you can be smarter about where you
place lead generating resources. In AgencyBloc, this is also
available via reporting and shown in graph form.

Individuals and Policies by Lead Source Graph in AgencyBloc
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As with everything, every insurance agency differs on what
they prefer to track and monitor closely. In AgencyBloc,
simply run an “Advanced Search” and save that search to
keep an eye on what’s important to you.

Advanced and Saved Searches in AgencyBloc
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SEC TION 4:
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CLIEN T SER V ICING & RE T EN T ION
Keeping clients with your agency is all about impressive
service and maintaining communication with them. In fact,
a study showed that 7 out of 10 people would be willing to
spend more with a company who provided better customer
service. In the insurance world, this means friendly service
that’s quick and effective. This goes back to organization:
does your agency have the capability to quickly pull up client
information in its entirety and answer their questions?
Once they’re impressed with your service, keep it going with
relevant touchpoints. Not sure when to reach out? A survey
from the Rough Notes Company shows what your clients really
want from you as an insurance agent, and clients ranked the
following factors in order of importance in that survey:
• Value in the rates they find for me
• That they are taking care of me and my insurance needs
• Trust in the person or company
• Quick service response
• They will “go to bat for me” when necessary
• Personal attention
• They are able to offer me choices of coverage
• They provide me with confidence that I am making the
right insurance decisions
• They are recommending sufficient insurance protection
• They are able to offer me a choice of companies
To put it simply, you should be reaching out whenever you
believe there’s something of value to share with them.
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And again you have to ask yourself, do you have the right
tools in place to do this?
With an AMS like AgencyBloc, you’re better able to service
your clients quickly through policy tracking and cross-selling,
and you’re able to keep the lines of communication open via
built-in email tools and automated task management.
POLICY TRACKING
There are several reasons insurance agencies track policies,
such as for renewals and for client servicing. The most
organized insurance agencies track each stage of a policy’s
application, attaching notes/documents and assigning
activities as needed, and they continue to keep all of that
pertinent information with the policy as it becomes active.
With the trail of activity with each policy from initial
application to renewal, the agency is also able to effectively
service their clients. When a client calls in, all of the
necessary information is there to give the client an update
on their application or to explain details about their
coverage.
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Policy Detail Page in AgencyBloc

Policy Detail Page Showing Activities Tab in AgencyBloc
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CROSS-SELLING
Insurance agencies are constantly looking for ways to grow
their book-of-business, but some agencies don’t prioritize
cross-selling. If that’s you, consider this: research shows
that your probability of selling to an existing client is at
least 40% higher than closing a deal with a new lead. Your
current clients have already bought from you; they already
trust you. So, try to find areas where they aren’t covered or
are covered by another agency and chat with them about
bringing all of their policies under one roof.
Insurance agents can identify clients within their database
that have this type of coverage, but not that type. Here are a
few examples that are Open Enrollment-focused:
• They have health insurance but don’t have life insurance
• They have health insurance but don’t have dental coverage
• They have health insurance but don’t have vision coverage
Depending on what you sell, you can probably think of
plenty more examples of where to look for cross-selling
opportunities. However, do you have any easy way to
identify these?
To quickly pull up this information, you’ll need to have your
contacts organized within an agency management system
(AMS). Otherwise, you’ll be spending a lot of time going
through Excel spreadsheets or papers and highlighting each
opportunity manually. Within Excel, you’d need to use the
“Find” function and search for a specific coverage type. From
there, you would have to go through each highlighted result
individually and look at which coverage types they don’t
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have and make note of those or manually create a list. With
paper files, it will be even more time-consuming to put a list
of opportunities together.
Within your AMS, your individuals and groups are linked to
policies, so the system knows who has this coverage, but
not that coverage. With AgencyBloc’s Policy Cross-Sell Report,
you can search on all of the coverage types in your database
and single out cross-selling opportunities instantly.

Policy Cross-Sell Report in AgencyBloc
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Another way to identify cross-selling opportunities within
AgencyBloc is directly through the Email Marketing feature
where you can identify the opportunities and contact them
all in one step.

Cross Sell Email Campaign in AgencyBloc

CLIENT RETENTION
Rocket Referrals found in a recent study they conducted that
81% of your clients leave your agency because “they lack
regular and meaningful communication” with you. Providing
a great experience and servicing your clients well requires
excellent communication. With excellent communication,
your agency is better able to address issues before you lose
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a client, essentially increasing client retention.
A recent study found that “only 44 percent of consumers had
contact with their agent in the past 18 months.” The #1 reason
clients leave an insurance agency is because of lack of
communication. Are you maintaining regular communication
with your clients?
There are several reasons to reach out to clients after the
open enrollment season:
• Send them additional resources on products you sell that
you didn’t speak with them about yet
• Send a survey to ask how you’re doing
• Send coverage updates (like when carriers make changes
that may affect your client)
• Send reminders for open enrollment next year
• Send a “happy birthday” email each year
Check out this eBook for more examples and templates you
can use.
Unfortunately, sometimes this communication gets sent to
the back burner because insurance agents are incredibly
busy and don’t have a ton of time to email or call clients
individually. So, automation is key here.
Does your agency have a way to automate these messages
to clients? Within AgencyBloc’s Email Marketing feature,
you’re able to send mass emails, like a newsletter or
asking for client feedback, or automate emails like renewal
reminders, open enrollment reminders, and birthday wishes.
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AgencyBloc has pre-built templates you can edit and use as
your own to help you get started.

Open Enrollment Reminder Email in AgencyBloc

As you can see, AgencyBloc uses what we call Variable Data
fields to pull in information from your account so the email
is personalized to each individual client. This is a great way
to automate communication with clients without losing your
personal touch.
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TA K E A LOOK AT AGENC Y BLOC

Like we said, a productive and profitable open enrollment
season starts with an organized book-of-business.
AgencyBloc is an agency management system that helps
life and health insurance agencies grow their business with
an industry-specific CRM, commissions processing, and
integrated business and marketing automation.
CHECK OUT OUR OVERVIEW VIDEO TO LEARN MORE:
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RE A DY TO SEE IF
AGENC Y BLOC IS A GOOD
FI T F OR YOUR AGENC Y ?
SIGN UP FOR A LIVE, ONE-ON-ONE DEMO
OF AGENCYBLOC.
You’ll be able to discuss your agency’s specific
needs and see the application in action.
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